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1.

Introduction
There has been considerable interest recently in the relationship

between universal semantics and language-specific syntax.

Certain logi-

cal relations are assumed to underlie all languages, Which, in turn,
"syntacticize" to a greater or lesser extent these universals by welldefined means.

For example, since the recipient and the benefactor of

an action are typically presupposed to be human beings, languages tend
to associate their underlying grammatical cases accordingly.

Further,

since these semantic features usually correlate with dative and benefactive case relations, some languages may exploit this redundancy for

syntactic purposes.

In this paper, we shall examine the interaction of

such redundancies with syntactic considerations in the determination of
case relations by speakers of Shona, a Bantu language spoken in Zimbabwe. l

~his paper is dedicated to the Shona people. The data upon which
this stUdy is based was collected in the winter of 1973-74 by an independent stUdy group in Berkeley consisting of the two authors, Jean-Marie

Hombert and Borgade Marasha.

The first author was supported by an NDEA

Title VI Fellowship; the second author was supported by a Postdoctoral
Fellowship from the Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science, and
is on leave from the University of Southern California. We are extremely
grateful to Dr. Marasha, who spent numerous hours of his precious time
discussing the Shona data with us and answering our many questions.
Wi thout his patience and insightful comments, this paper would not have

been possible.

We are in addition grateful to Talmy Giv6n, who made a

special trip to Berkeley to discuss ShoDa and Bantu syntax with us, and
who made a number of important connnents on an earlier version of this

paper; and to Wallace Chafe, Charles Fillmore, William Foley, Robert
Kirsner, George Lakorf and Karl Zinuner, who gave us helpful comments
and suggestions.

We should like to emphasize that in discussing the Shona data we
shall not be arguing for any particular (competence) model of grammar.
We shall limit our discussion to the motivation of the facts to be presented, i.e. why speakers
to the problems listeners
we were able to work wi th
effective to focus on how

create the sentences they do in Shona, and
have in interpreting these sentences. Since
only one speaker of Shona, we found it most
our informant interpreted sentences which
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2.

Anilllacy
Language. of the Bantu family are characterized grUlDatically by a

nllRber of different noun claBBes.

Although the m...bere of each noun cla••

do not exhibit consi.tent ....antic propertie., the fact that animacy . .y
play a role in Bantu grUlDar is evidence due to the nature of the correlations which
(1)

~

exist:

Classes 1/2

Human referents only

6a

Mass/liquid nouns

T/8

Inanilllate "thing" referents

9/10

Animals (also some non-animate referents)

In constructions where a noun of one class is COnjoined with a noun fram
another class, differences in "gender" will have to be (a) resolved in

favor of one particular gender or (b) avoided through the use of certain
other syntactic constructions.

The treatment of COnjoined noun phrases

provides evidence for how such conflicts are treated in a given language.
In Shona, both strategies are possible:
(2)

a.

m~r6m4 ~-ka-f~mb~ ntS 1mbw~

man
b.

m~r6m4 n6 rmbw~ v~-ka-f&mb~

man

'the man walked with the dog'

he-pst-walk with dog

and

'the man and the dog walked'

dog they-pst-walk

The difference between these two constructions involves the type of

event being described.

In (2a) the man and the dog are Been to be walk-

ing together (single event); in (2b) the man's walking and the dog' B
walking are separate events.

The firBt conBtruction avoids any gender

conflict; the second sentence involves resolution of the gender difference between 'man' and 'dog' in Shana's noun classification schema.

If two nounB or' differing gender are conjoined in Shona, the conflict is resolved in favor of the more animate being:

i f any member of

either we or he himself constructed. Thus, although we shall often speak
of interpretation and of assigning nouns to underlying case relations, we
are not advocating the interpretivist approach to generative grammar.
Qui te to the contrary, we shall emphasize the role of semantics and pragmatics in syntax.

the conjunct is human, the difference is resolved in favor of that noun;
if not, and i f any member is an animal, the difference is resolved in
favor of that noun; finally, if all the conJuncts are inanimate and do
not belong to the same noun class (there are several inanimate noun
classes), the conflict is resolved into class 7/8 (inanimate) as seen
below:
+

'man'

class 1

1mbw~

class

9

class

7

'chair'

class

5

'hoe'

+

'dog'
chlgar~

m~r6m6

'man'

cl. 9-7

'dog'

ImbwiS
chlp6
cl. 7-5

'present I

viS •••

sh I rI

they (human: plural class 2)
~

+

chlp6

-1

'present'
b~ng~

1mbw~

-7

ch Ip6

~

biSngiS
'knife'

6, pl. of cl. 5)

v~ •••

they (class 2)
~

dZf. ••
they (class 10)

'present'
+

1M •••
they (class

'dog'

+

zvr •••
they (inanimate:plural class

'knife'

+

dzf. .•
they (animal:plural class 10)

'bird'

+

cl. 1-9

mwan~

'child'

~

zvr •••
they (class 8)

Not only is it incorrect to resolve gender differences in favor of a less
animate noun; it is equally incorrect to list such a referent

~

the

more animate noun in a conJunct:

(4)

*m~r6m6 n6 1mbw~ dziS-ka-fiSmb~2
man

and

*lmbwiS n6
dog

and

dog they-pst-walk
m~r6m6 v~-ka-f~mb~

man they-pst-walk

'the man and the dog walked'
( with resolution to animal cl. 10)
'the dog and the man walked'
(with 'dog' preceding 'man')

21n glossing our examples we shall not be entirely faithful to the
underlying morphology. Thus, in the first example of (4), a more felicitous morphological analysis would be dzl-~ka-f~mb~. The same is true of
many of the other cited examples.

8)
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The hierarchy of importance according to considerations of "animacy" in

Shona is therefore (1) hlDDan, (2) animal, (3) inanimate.
Such considerations are not always used in Bantu langauges.

In fact,

Giv6n [1970] has noted that the languages which he studied all prefer the
construction using the preposition 'with' which avoids principles of gender resolution altogether.

Further, i f any conjunction was used the gen-

der differences were resolved in favor of the inanimate 7/8 gender regardless of any differences in the animacy status of the nouns involved.
3.~

While there appears to be a bias in favor of animacy which can affect
the surface form. of sentences in certain instances, there are also gram-

matical considerations which determine the positioning of elements in
sentences.

and a direct

(5)

In the simple active sentence the subject precedes the verb
0

bJ ect noun follows it:

m~r6m& ~-k~-ny6r~ ts&mba

man

I

the man wrote a letter I

he-pst-write letter

When an indirect object, representing benefactive or dative case relations, Is present, an ltapplled" suffix

-er-/-ir-

to supply the notion of "prepositionality".

is added onto the verb

The object to which the verb

is then rendered "in prepositional relation to" directly follows the derived verb:
(6)

'the man wrote a letter
man

he-pst-write-to/for child letter

to/for the child'

While the applied suffix can reorient the verb either benefactively or
datively, the more common reading of (6) is 'for the child' rather than
'to the child'.

If the dative case relation is to be unambiguously speci-

fied, the dative can be postposed and preceded by the preposition

k~

'to':
(7)

~r6m& ~-ka-ny6r~ ts~mba k~ mwan~

man

he-pst-write letter to child

·m~rGm& &-ka-ny6r-.k-& ts&mba k~ mwan~

man

he-pst-write-to letter to child

'the man wrote

child'

8

letter to the
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Since it 1a &1.&0 possible t.o postpose t.~ beDe!"active ob,:eet rit.h a preposition, 3 it would appear that the benefactive OII.S hi,;!> priority in
claiming the object poSition in the preposition&: construction.
proves to be the case in constructions where bot.n

This

benefact.ive and

&

&

dati ve obJ ect are present:

II&ll

ne-pat.-vri te-for ctilo. letter to

'"'""""

'the man wrote a lett.er for the child to the VCJID&n'

It should be noted that
plex verb

ny6r&

tsa..ba

'letter'. the o.irect object of the sim-

Pnwan&

'write' , can be ordered before

'child 1 • as seen

in (9),

man

he-pst-vrite-ror letter

chil~

~

¥Oman

'the man wrote a letter for the chiltl to the voman l
since the human status of' 'child' 1s 5ufficient in

benefactive case.

That the po.1 tloo

verb belongs syntac:t1c&.l.ly to the

~edlatejy

1ndlT~t

assi~n1~

it to tht'

folJoylnr the applied

obJect ie evidenced in sen-

tences where both objects &re human:
(10)

mur6mtl ~-ka-ch.sk& mwan5
man

he-pst-cut

man

he-pst-cut-for

man

he-pst-cut-for

'th~

man cut the child'

child
'the man cut the child for
woman

child

the woman'
'the man cut t he woman for

child

woman

the child'

We should like to suggest that the benefactive object, and the dative object when no benefactive is specified, is in a grammatical direct object

3 In such situations the preposition used is the "associative" :r.l8.rker
(with its concord prefix), which is used to mark possession:
mur6m~ ~-ka-ny6r~ ts~mba y~ m~kadzr

man

he-pst-write letter of woman

'the man wrote the letter for
the woman' (lit. the man
wrote the woman's letter)
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relation to the applied verb form.

In order to avoid confusion, we shall

refer to the noun immediately following the active form of a verb as the
proximate object, as suggested to us by TalJny Giv6n.

Further evidence

for the notion "proximate object" is seen from the fact that the benefactive/dative object is topicalized in the same way as the direct object
of the underived verb stem, as seen in (11):
a.

(11)

a-ka-ny6ra tsamba

I

he wrote a letter I

I

the letter, he wrote

he-pst-wri te let ter
Topic:

tsamba, a-ka-y r-ny6ra
letter he-pst-i t-wri te

it'

'he .wrote the child

b.

the letter'

he-pst-=ite-to/for child letter
Topic:

ts~mba

mwana, a-ka-m6-ny6r-.k-a

'the Child, he wrote

child he-pst-him-write-to/fol' letter

him

the letter'

Further, once the applied suffix is added, the direct object to the original verb stem cannot be topicalized in this way:
(12)

I

letter he-pst-it-=ite-to/for child

the letter, he wrote it

to/for the child'

In both the simple and prepositional constructions only the underlying agent has grammatical access to the subject slot.

However, when

such constructions are passivized, the agent is moved out of that posi-

tion and pcstpcsed with the prepcsition

n~

'by'.

Grammatically, the

noun which was in proximate object relation to the verb as Just defined

(Le., that immediately following the verb), is moved into subject position.

(13)

Thus, sentences (5) and (6) are passivized as in (13) and (14):

tsamba ya-ka-ny6r-w-a

n~

letter it-pst-write-pass. by

mur6,oo
man

'the letter vas written by
the man'

child he-pst-write-to/for-pass. letter by
'the child vas written a letter by the man'

man
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In (14) the letter was written either to the child or for the child.
What is important is that an underlying dative (i.e., 'to the child')
will move into subject position only if there is no underlying benefactive (i.e., 'for the child') in the same sentence.

If both are present,

the benefactive claims the subject position, just as it claimed proxi-

mate object position in the corresponding active construction:

child he-pst-write-for-pass. letter by

man

to

woman

'(for) the child was written a letter, by the man, to the woman'
While such a sentence is not readily translated into good English syntax,

in (15) the man has written the letter to the woman on the child's behalf
(e.g. the child did not know how to write a letter himself).
The grammatical hierarchy of accessibility to the subject slot is
then:
(16)

(1)

subject in active sentences (both simplex and applied verbs)

(2)

accusative object in simplex passive sentences

(3)

benefactive object

(4)

dative object (if an underlying benefactive is absent or left
unspecified 4 )

The same hierarchy also determines which items have access to the
object slot for pronominalized elements in the Shona verb complex.

In

simplex verbs, an accusative object pronoun is prefixed directly in front

of the verb stem:
4It is necessary to clarify the notion IIspecified benefactive!!. Benefactives can be of two types: one being 'on behalf of', the other being
'intended for'. The second type can be said to be "unspecified!! to the
extent that it may be replaced by a phrase with the preposition' to': !.
letter intended for the woman; a letter to the woman. The only difference between this 'for' and 'to' is that the latter implies direction.
The specified benefactive is that representing the underlying notion of
ton behalf of' and it is this which preempts the underlying dative in
the constructions described. In English, this notion may also be left
unspecified: he wrote a letter for me can mean 'intended for me, for my
benefit' (e.g. because he wanted to tell me something) or 'on my behalf'

(e.g. because I was too tired to write it myself).

(17)

mwan~

~-ka-ny6r~

-1

t5~mba

mwan~ ~-kB-:il-ny6r~

child he-pst-wri te letter

child he-pst-i t-wri te
'the child wrote it (the letter)'

This is the same position which the pronoun markers occupied when object
nouns were topicalized in (II).

As was seen there, the object marker of

the prepositionally derived verb also moves into that position when a
benefactive or dative noun referent is pronominalized:

mukadzr
child he-pst-write-to/for

woman

'the child wrote tol for the woman'

-1

mwan~

~-ka-.!!W.-ny6r-~r-~

child he-pst-her-write-tol for
t

the child wrote tol for her t

And as before, the more frequent interpretation of this sentence will be
'for her' (i.e., 'on her behalf').

If the speaker wishes to make clear

that the letter was written to someone the pronoun must be post posed and
the verb returns to its simple (non-appled) form:

(19)

mwan~ ~-ka-ny6r~

kwMri

'the child wrote to her (the woman)'

child he-pst-wri te to her
·mwan~

4.

~-ka-ny6r-.k-~

kwa~rl

child he-pst-write-to

to her

'the child wrote to her'

Case
Since both the object to the simplex verb and the object to the pre-

positionally derived verb behave syntactically as direct objects to the
verb which they follow, it is proposed that traditional notions of sub-

ject, direct object and object of the preposition are inadequate to describe the differential treatment which Shona syntax accords to particular
surface objects.

In fact, it is only by reference to underlying case

relations, rather than to these more superficial grarmnatical structures,

that the acceptability and interpretation of more ccanplex constructions
can be accounted for.
Another grammatical strategy relevant to this discussion is the
causative suffix

-is-/-es-

which is also attached to the verb.

The

grammatical relation of the underlying agent of the "embedded" verb
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parallels that jescri bed for the direct object to the simplex verL and

the indirect object to the prepositional vert.J:
I

woman

I

man

tne woman cut the fruit I

she-pst-cut fruit

he-pst-cut-cause woman

fruit

the man made the woman cut

tlie fruit I (*the man made

tbe fruit cut the woman)
As seen earlier in \ 9), the obj ect order can be reversed if the animacy

status between the objects is sufficient to allow the proper interpretation of the sentence
(21)

85

mur6.oo 6-ka-r6v-~s-~

man

seen in (21):
mwan~

mut (

mur6m~ ~-ka-r6v-es-~

man

tree'

mut ( mwan~

'the man made the child hit the
tree'

he-pst-hit-cause tree child

Neither of these can be interpreted as
Child.

'the man made the child. hit the

he-pst-hit-cause child tree

If,

on

*the man made the tree hit the

the other hand, the two objects are of equal animacy their

order is fixed entirely by grammatical considerations, as seen in (22):
(22)

mur6m~ ~-ka-r6v-es-~ mukadz( mwan~

man

he-pst-hit-cause woman child

mur6m~ ~-ka-r6v-~s-~

man

mwan6 mUkadz (

he-pst-hit-cause child woman

'the man made the

~l!.

hit

the child'
'the man made the child hit

the woman'

It should be noted that when the ordering between the two object nouns in

this construction is reversed, the agent noun may be preceded by the preposition

n~

'by' and, in fact, it must be when two objects of equal

animacy are reversed:
'the man made the child
msn

he-pst-hit-cause tree by

mur6.oo ~-ka-r6v-es-~

man

child

mwan~ n~ mukadz (

he-pst-hit-cause child by woman

hit the tree'
'the man made the woman
hi t the child'
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When the embedded agent is pronominalized, it also is found in the slot
directly preceding the verb:

mur6m6 ~-k~-~-r6v-6s-~

(24)

man

mutt

he-pst-him-hi t-cause tree

'the man made him (the child) hit
the tree 1

Since the embedded agent is in proximate object relationship to the causativized verb, when the sentence is passivized, it moves into subject
position:
m~tr

ne

mur6m~

child he-pst-hi t-cause-pass. tree by

man

tthe child was made to
hi t the tree by the man'

We have presented evidence that the accusative object to the simplex
verb, the benefactive or dative object to the prepositionally derived verb,
and now the agent object to the causative verb all behave syntactically as
proximate objects to the verbs which they follow.

That the grammar gives

these object nouns differential treatment according to their underlying
cases becomes particularly clear when we look at sentences in which more
than one of these object nouns is present.
I t was seen in (14) and (15) that the prepositionally derived verb

places the benefactive/dative noun in subject position when passivized.
However, in some cases the underlying accusative can appear as subject
of a passivized verb with the applied suffix, as seen in (26):
(26)

'the letter was written for
the child' 5

letter it-pst-write-for-pass. child

Although the accusative object is not grammatically favored in the subJect position of a passive, this possibility is found when there is an
animacy differential between the underlying accusative and benefactive
nouns.

However, if. both the underlying accusative and benefactive are

human, passivization cannot occur as Just seen in (26), since it would
5The dative can be unambiguously specified in a passivized construction
I to I , as follows:

by the preposi ticn

ku

tsamb~ y~-k~-ny6r-w-a

letter it-pst-write-pass. to child

I

the letter was written to the
child'
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cr.ange t.r.e r:;ea.nir.oF

c~

o!'"i~ir..a....:.

the

ser..'t-ence:

Vii
~.

murG~ ~-ka-r6y-~r-~ mU~CI( ~a~~

man
b.

he-pst-hit-for

mJ kiioz (

~-ar:

~-"a-r6y-6r-w-~

voman she-l'st-hi t-!or-pass.

c.

mwan~

child

~-ka-r6Y-~r-~-~

tionships are reversed.

~it

car.

_an!

n6

ci.il~

by

~un~

tte cr.i:d fer the

by

~

&nO

'tt:e child vas hit for

the

VOIIl&n

by the man'

't.he

VOIIl&n

vas hit for

!:Ian

mUi<.aol' 06 nlr6m6

he-ps~-hit-for-pass.

'fhe passive of (21&) is (27b),

I~r.e

c::il....:.

the child by the 1'!\an'

I!III.n

not !21cl, vhere the

underlyi~

rela-

'This suggests tt:at alloYing the accusative to

passivize on the prepositionally aerived

verb~

as in (26), is not the

normal case; it is permissible only vhen cert.ain semantic criteria are
met.

Thus, in terms of access to tne subject position of a passivized

verb, the

follovi~

hierarchy is obtained:

(1) benefactive, (2) dative,

(3) accusative.

When both a causative and an applied suffix are present on one verb,
the embedded agent takes the position of proxima.te object to the verb,

and the benefactive is postponed vith

8

preposition (cf. footnote 3):

(28)
a.

mudz(dz(sf ~-ka-ny6r-dr-~ m~kadl(
teacher

b.

mudzrdz(st ~-ka-ny6r-6s-~ m~r6~
teacher

c.

the teacher \Irate for the woman t

'the teacher made the man vri te'

he-pst-write-cause man

mudzrdz(st ~-~-ny6r-~r-ds-~
teacher

I

he-pst-write-for voman

mur6~

y~ mu~dz(

he-pst-write-for-cause man 'for' woman

'the teacher made the man vrite for the woman'
When (28a) and (28b) are combined in (28c), the embedded agent has priority to the first object position over the benefactive, and can
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therefore be placed higher in the case hierarchy. 6
The last step of this case hierarchy can be defined with reference
to the causative constructions in (29):
(29)
a.

mur6.oo ~-ka-ch~k~ z~nz~ n~ b~ng~

man

he-pst-cut

'the man cut the fruit with a

fruit with knife

knife'
'the man cut the child with a

man

he-pst-cut

child with knife

As seen in (308.), the instrumental

ne

knife'

banga

'with a knife' can become

the subject of the passivized causative construction corresponding to

(29a):
(30)

a.

b~ng~ r~-ka-ch~k-~s-w-a

zanze n~ mur6m~

knife it-pst-cut-cause-pass. fruit by man
b. *b~ng~ r<i-ka-ch~k-~s-w-a

mwan~ n~ mur6.oo

knife it-pst-cut-cause-pass. child by man

'the knife was caused to
cut the fruit by the man'
'the knife was caused to
cut the child by the man'

As seen in (3Gb), however, the instrumental cannot become the subject in
this construction if the underlying accusative is more animate than it.
What this means is that the instrumental and the accusative vie for sub-

ject position.

The accusative has priority, especially if it is animate.

The total case hierarchy defined with reference to accessibility to the
subject slot is therefore as in (31):
6Consistent with the observation that the embedded agent has priority
over the benefactive is the observation that the causative suffix follows
the applied suffix in verbs, e.g., ny6r-~r-~s-~ 'cause to write ~
It is interesting to note that a minimal pair exists where the suffixes
can be reversed. From ku-t~ng~ 'to buy' we can form ku-t~ng-~s-~
'to sell' (lit. to cause to buy). But we can now have ku-t~ng-~r-~s-~
'to cause to buy for' (the expected order) or ku-t~ng-~s-~r-~ 'to sell
for'. The second is possible only because ku-t~ng-~s-~ is lexicalized.
Since the suffixes come in the reverse order, we expect that the hierarchy
will be affected by this, i.e., that the benefactive or 'to sell for' may
have priority over the object of 'cause' in deriving passive sentences.
Unfortunately we were not able to look into this problem in sufficient
detail.
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(31)

5.

(1)

Agent: IiUbJect 8{;ent in sUlple sen~enc:es; . .bedded 8{;..nt in
causative sentences

(2)

BenefactiYe ('on behalf of')

(3)

Dative ('to' of 'intended for')

(.)

Accusative

( 5)

Instrumental

Natural Topic
In section 2 we established a hierarchy of ani.&cy according to dis-

tinctions made in the gender classification of nouns in Shona and their
behavior 1n conjoined noun phrase constructions.

Throughout the subse-

quent discussions. a few examples vere used vhich shoved. that F;rammatlcal
strategies for C8ee assigraent could bE" disper.sed vit-h in instances where
the animacy statuB oC the different nouns involved vas sufficient to
allow the proper interpretation of the conf:truction.

Pronominalized can-

structiona In particular give evidence for t.bis )r,ind of phenomena,
provla~

because the only semantic information

by the noun class pronoun

forma 1s that concerninp; differences in an1.ma.cy.
carries a particular pronoun fom;

therefor~.

t:.a.ch noun cla.ss in

~hona

each pronoun form vill be

associated vi th the semantic features of animacy W'hich mark the items
in a given noun class:

(32)
a.

m~r~rOO

man
b,

m~r~rOO

man

6-ka-md-ny6r-.k-6
he-pst-him-wri te-to/ for

6-ka-y r -ny6r-~r-6
he-pst-i t-wri te-to/ for

ryo
it

'he wrote it (the letter, c1.9)
to/for him (c1. 1) ,

rye

'he wrote it (the letter, c1.9)

him

to/for him (cl. 1)'

Although (32a) represents the underlying benefactive
and accusative

iya

mu

'to/for him'

'it' (cl. 9) pronouns in their expected grammatical

positions, when the pronouns are reversed, as in (32b), the same case
relations are maintained.

What this suggests is a pragmatic strategy by

which the benefactive/dative cases are more likely to be filled by human
participants than the accusative case.

Therefore, the sentence is inter-

preted unambiguously when the two object nouns or pronouns are of differing animacy (i.e.

t

(:~')b)

should mean by the grammatical positioning
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of the pronouns

*'he wrote him for it', but it does not).

Such associations of particular caseEi with certain types of partici-

pants account for why the passivi zed sentences in (33) mean the same
thing:
(33)

a.

(mukadz f) ~-k~-y (-ny6r-~r-w-~

woman
b.

f

she-pst-it-write-for-pass.

(tsambo) y~-ka-m6-ny6r-tlr-w-~

(the woman) for her it was

written'
,( the letter) it was written

letter i t-pst-her-write-for-pass.

for her'

Even if one object is animate rather than inanimate, the same variant

construction may occur if the selectional restrict ions on the verb provide appropriate case relations:
(34)
a.

(lmbw~) y~-ka-m6-r6v-tlr-w-~

dog
b.

, (the dog) it was hit for her'

it-pst-her-hit-for-pass.

(mwan~) ~-ka-y (-r6v-tlr-w-~

,( the child) for her it was hit'

child she-pst-i t-hi t-for-pass.
Similar results are obtained with pronominalized embedded agents and ac-

cusatives in causative constructions.

The more animate participants are

assigned to the agentive case.
When both the benefactive and agentive cases are pronominalized, the
agentive case is still assigned the more animate being:
(35)
a.

r

(mur6m~) 6-ka-y -r6v-tlr-tls-w-a

man

milt (

he-pst-it-hit-for-cause-J1ass. tree

,( the man) he was caused to hit the tree for i t (the dog)'
b.

( Imbw~) y~-ka-m6-r6v-tlr-~s-w-a

dog
I

mut

r

i t-pst-him-cut-for-cause-pass. tree

(the dog) for it he vas caused to hit the tree I

The problem with such sentences is self-evident:

they are highly complex

and tax the limits of both the grammar and the mind.

What is relevant is
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that when appropriate situations can be defined, the more animate participant is assigned to the agentive case.

This hierarchy, which is de-

fined according to which cases have greater access to the more animate
nouns in a sentence, parallels that hierarchy given with respect to
grammatical accessibility to the subject slot in passive sentences (31).
Throughout this paper we have assumed that some semantic feature
specifying the animacy status of an object may influence the grammatical
realization of particular configurations of underlying cases.

Although

considerations of animacy have been sufficient to adequately account for
the data up until this point, certain factors suggest that perhaps more
than Just a preference for more animate things in certain case relations
may be involved.

That the language assigns more animate beings to bene-

factive and agentive cases than to the accusative is not surprising,
since accusative objects are usually inanimate.

However, that there

should be any distinction between benefactive and agentive cases, both
in the grmmnar and in associations with participants of more or less
animacy, is significant since both are typically human.
The topic of a sentence is that thing or person which is being talked
about.

In that sense of the word it consists of "old information!!.

What

people usually talk about are other people, and the phenomena which have
been described in this paper are understandable in terms of some notion
of the kind of things or types of events which people usually discuss
with one another.

The benefactive case is higher on this hierarchy of

"natural topic!! than the accusative because it is usually filled by htunan
beings and htunan beings are talked about more than inanimate things (cf.
Giv6n, forthcoming).

That an agentive is higher on this hierarchy than

the benefactive is becuase agents are typically the initiators of events
and are therefore more directly involved in the action(s) which are being
described than the benefactive or dative. 7
7The basicness of the agentive over the benefactive case can be seen
from the observation (cf. Fillmore ~196B],~ tha~ there can generally not
b~ a benefactive in a sentence lacklllf, a
deep ap:ent. ThUS, the Sf'nt.~nce
'I heard the music for him' sepJns odd.

The strongest support for this analysis is the fact that the human
category of the animacy hierarchy is further differentiated between first

and second person referents

on the one hand, and third person human

referents on the other:
(36)

a.

~da-kd-m6-svlp6r-Ir-w-d

I

he was kissed for me I

1-pst-him-ki ss-for-pass.
<I-ka-~d I -svl p6r- I r-w-d

'he was kissed for me' (grammatically

he-pst-me-ki s5-for-pass.
b.

wa-kd-m6-svlp6r-Ir-w-<I

should be *1 was kissed for him)
'he was kissed for you I

you-pst-him-kiss-for-pass ~

d-ka-k6-svl p6r-1 r-w-<I

'he was kissed for you' (grammatically

he-pst-you-ki 5a-for-pass.

c.

~da-kd-k6-sv I p6r- I r-w-<I

should be ·you were kissed for him)

'you were kissed for me'

I-pst-you-kiss-for-pass.
wa-k<l-~d I -sv I p6r- I r-w-d

t

I vas kissed for you I

you-pst-me-ki 55- for-pass.
In (36a, b) the first or second person pronoun is interpreted to be the
benefactive, whether it appears in subject position (where it belongs)
or in the prefixed object position.

In (36c), on the other hand, where

a first and a second person pronoun is involved, the case relations are
assigned strictly according to grarmnatical position, showing that first
and second person pronouns are of equal "animacy".

However, since all

of these pronoWls represent human referents some criterion other than
animacy must be involved in the interpretation of these sentences.
We should like to propose that the notion of IInatural topic" can
account for this differentiation among the personal pronouns.

First

and second person pronouns are deictically defined in conversation,
e.g., they are defined according to who is speaking at a certain moment
in time (I) and to whom (you), while the third person referents are
understood by speakers to represent someone or something outside the
conversation, which remains constant in relation to it (cf. Benveniste
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[196Gj}.

'l'llat a lanf,uagc would differentiate third person pronouns from

first and second person pronouns is not

all

inknown phenomenon; it has been

observed else"here. e.g •• in Tlahuitoltepec mxe [Lyon 19671. in Algonkian

(Jean-Pierre Beland, personal communication), and in French to some extent
(cf. Hyman anJ. Zimmer, in preparation).

While Shona does not differen-

tiate first and. second person pronouns, other languaRes do.

However,

since both orders nre found (e.g., first person pronouns precede second
person pronouns in Italian, as pointed out to us by Francesco Antinucci,
while the reverse is the case in Spanish; cf. Perlmutter [19701 for dis-

cussion), the only universal distinction appears to be between first and
second person versus third person. 8 What is interesting is how these
facts fit into a notion of natural topic in discourse.

Sentences are

non=tB.lly constructed with reference to earlier utterances; similarly,
discourse is constructed with reference to who is actively involved in
the discussion.

Therefore, it is understandable that first and second

person referents would occupy the highest rung of the hierarchy of
"natural topic".

6.

Conclusion
In the preceding sections we have hierarchically defined related sets

of phenomena acting in the construction and interpretation of acceptable
sentences in Shona, as summarizeu in
(37)

(37):

(1)

A grammatical hierarchy which assigns particular underlying
case relationships to certain syntactic positions in the
sentence

(2)

A case hierarchy defined according to which case relations are
more likely to be filled by certain items from a hierarchically
related set of possible topics

(3)

A hierarchy ranking nominals according to their specifications
of more or less likely to be topic in a discourse, e.g., that
which is being discussed

3However, as pointed out to us by Bill Foley, thi s di vi sian is incomplete. A complete hierarchy would have to include the distinction between inclus i ve and excl usi ve as well as reflexi ve pronouns.
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The final point to consider concerns what processes in the language provided the impetus for the grammatical strategies for the assignment of

elements in sentential constructions to be violated and reinterpreted
according to case-associated semantic features:

(1) the redundancy it,.

self which existed between the cases and the semantic features shared by
the elements usually found in those cases, or (2) some other influence
which is blocked except when distinctions of topic status among sentential elements allow the proper assignment of underlying case relations

to these items without reference to grammatical predictions'!

Since the

grammatical hierarchy predicting accessibility to the subject slot in
Shona replicates exactly the case hierarchy defining which cases are
likely to carry "topic" (Le. our former " an imate l l ) items, it seems unlikely that the impetus for the change would come from wi thin the system
itself.

Topic is defined as "that which is being discussed" in the sense

of old information, and the unmarked position for topic in Shona, as in

many languages, is the subject slot in the sentence.

That the grammati-

cal hierarchy correlates with the case hierarchy for topic rights shows
that the syntactic and semantic strategies of the language are organized
in complementary relation to one another.

That is, they reinforce each

other.
We therefore propose that pragmatic considerations involved in everyday discourse have provided the impetus for the breakdown of gran:anatical

strategies in certain instances.

While in Shona the unmarked position

for old information is the subject slot, marked topical information can
also be moved to the subject position before the verb.

Marked topiC is

to be understood as that element in a sentence which is being emphasized
or highlighted by a speaker; it is usually new information, although all
new information is J?,ot necessarily marked.
information in ShoDa is following the verb.

The normal position for new
However, for the purposes

of topicalization, the grammatical strategy can be broken.

Thus, if the

underlying accusative is inanimate, it may be passivized into subject
(topic) position, violating the grammatical hierarchy by which benefactives have priority over accusatives (cf. sentences (14) and (26) above).
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. As seen now in (38), this notion of natural topic also plays an
important role in English:
(38)

was sent a present
a present was sent me

Although the first person singular pronoun and
places~

a present

the same reading is obtained for both sentences.

of English who do not readily accept

can change
Even speakers

a present was sent me

unambi-

guously interpret it as a present which I received and not as a present
which received me.

This is exactly parallel with the Shona construc-

tions where a letter was being written (section 4).

Note further the

positonal change of the two noun objects in English, if both the accusative and dative are human, as in (39):
(39)

the man was sent the woman
the woman was sent the man

It does appear, however, that an English sentence of the surface struc-

ture NP passive NP will be grammatically interpreted with the first NP
as the underlying dative, although considerations of natural topic may

play a role, as just seen in (38).
The process described earlier as topicalization is intimately

8550-

ciated with the process of distinguishing definite and indefinite referents in sentences.

Definite referents are usually old information;

indefinite referents are usually new information:

[new] today.

I received a letter

The letter [old] came by special del Ivery.

are two forces competing for sentence ini tiel position:

In Shona, there
one associated

with that position as the WlIllarked position for old information; the other

associated with that position as the marked position for topicBlized elements.

In languages which have definite/indefinite distinctions these

differences can be maintianed through the use of definite and indefinite
articles even if the language has these same two tendencies fighting for a
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particular position in the sentence: 9
(40)

I was sent a letter

cf.

~

I was sent the letter

was sent me

new

new

cf.

The letter was sent roo

old

old

Shana has no such means to differentiate new and old infonnation, since
there are no definite or indefinite markers.

The fact that topicalized

information can push its way into the position nonnally reserved for old
"topical" information has provided the impetus to look elsewhere in the
system for a means of establishing IIwhat is being talked about" without
reference to the actual occupant in the subject slot of the verb.
In the process of constructing an utterance three factors come into
play, as seen in (41):
(41)

Grammatical strategy

where does a given noun belong in the
sentences (i.e. its position vis-a-vis
the syntax)

Semantic strategy

what level in the natural topic hierarchy
does the noun occupy by virtue of its
intrinsic semantic properties

Pragmatic strategy

what is being discussed!topicalized in
the discourse at any given moment

Evidence that there is a separate grammatical or syntactic strategy is
seen from the fact that our informant sometimes disregarded the natural
topic hierarchies and interpreted sentences solely on the basis of the
91n English, definite and indefinite articles play much more of a
role than can possibly be discussed in this paper. Thus, although the
following sentence means that the child received a present,
a present was sent the ch i I d
the sentence
the present was sent a ch j I d
is interpreted as a child being sent to the present. In other words, the
fact that the ch i Id is human and a present inanimate is sufficient
to allow the underlying accusative to be in the first UP position of this
NP passive NP construction. However, when the articles are switched, as
in the second sentence, the animacy differential is not sufficient.
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What is crucial is that on any given occasion~ ,",hen faced with

syntax.

the problem of interpreting sentences, Dr. f·1arasha vas consistent in
choosing a strategy--i.e. he did not randomly wander from one to the
other.

Irhroughout this paper we have focused on the first strategy.

Thus, sentences such as those in (42)
(42)
~-ka-b(k-tr-a mu!<adz(

a.

sadza

he-pst-cook-for woman porridge

'he cooked (the) porr idge for the
'Woman t

he-pst-cook-for porridge woman
were said to be synonymous.

However, when following a strictly syntactic

strategy, our informant insisted that (42b) should be interpreted as 'he

cooked the woman on behalf of the porridge', and similarly for other
sentences where an inanimate underlying accusative has come to be the

proximate object of a prepositionally derived verb.

Since different

interpretations were consistently given on different days, we may conclude that the informant has access to two different strategies.
A second piece of evidence for recognizing two separate strategies
is seen from certain ambiguities which result when both strategies break
down.

As can be seen from the following two sentences (cf. the examples

in (10)),

(43)
a.

~-ka-sv (p6r- (r-a mukadz ( mw~n~

he-pst-kiss-for
b.

woman

~-ka-sv (p6r- (r-a mw~n~ mukadz(

he-pst-kiss-for

child

'he kissed the child for the woman'

child

'he kissed the woman for the child'

woman

when two object nouns are of equal status in the natural topic hierarchy,
the syntactic strategy identifies the first noun as the
factive.

underlyin~

bene-

In this particular case, the semantic strategy has broken down,

since the benefactive cannot be differentiated from the accusative solely
on the basis of the inherent properties of the nouns involved.
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On the other hand, the syntactic strategy breaks down when one of the
objects is a noun and the other a pronoun.
in (44), where

mu

As seen in the two sentences

is the class 1 htUnan pronoun, and

yi

the class 9

animal pronoun,

(44 )
a.

b.

~-ka-m6-sy(p6r-(r-a

1mbw~

he-pst-him-kiss-for

dog

~-ka-y (-Sy (p6r- (r-a mwan~

he-pst-it-kiss-for

'he kissed the dog for him'

'he kissed it for the child'

child

a human noun or pronoun will claim the benefactive reading over an animal
Since there are two noun slots after the verb, it is

noun or pronoun.

possible to determine which of the two nouns is the proximate object by
its adjacency with the preceding verb.

There is, however, only one pro-

noun object slot directly preceding the verb stem, which, note, either
an underlying benefactive or accusative has access to.

Thus, in senten-

ces with both a pronoun and a noun object, as in (44), either of these
can be potentially interpreted as the proximate object.

It is impossible

to determine syntactically whether this pronoun is a benefactive (44&)
or accusative (44b).

Interpretation must therefore be done semantically,

i.e. by assigning the more "animate ll object to a case which is higher in
the hierarchy.

Thus, in (44), both 'it' and 'dog' are assigned to the

accusative, while 'him' and 'child' are assigned to the benefactive.
Finally, note that in (45), where the noun and pronoun are equally
animate and human,

(45)

~-ka-md-sy(p6r-(r-~ mw~n~

'he kissed him for the child t

he-pst-him-kiss-for child

'he kissed the child for him I

both the semantic and the syntactic strategies break down, and the result
is that (45) is ambiguous between the two interpretations indicated.
This is exactly the prediction made in an approach distinguishing the
two strategies.
There is of course a third strategy, since we have seen that in the
assignment of a syntactic poSition to a given noun, the potential
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topicality of its case relation plays a key role.

However, in actual

discourse, a noun whose case is lover on the natural topic hierarchy

(e.g., accusative as compared to benefactive) can come to occupy a higher
position (e.g., subject) by means of topicalization.

In conclusion, we

need only note that such phenomena as have been described in this paper
represent the means by vhich semantic and pragmatic considerations under-

mine the absolutive power of a grammar.

We might also add that in Shona

the scales seem to be tipped in favor of the former, since people are
the ones who possess the presuppositions about meaning and control the

pragmatics of discourse, and they are still doing the talking ••• 10

lOAn earlier version of this paper was presented at the Fourth Annual
California Linguistics Association Conference, Hay 4-5, 1974, Uni versi ty
of Southern California. At that meeting, Robert Kirsner pointed out that
there are a nWIlber of parallels between the Shana data and other languages, in particular, Dutch and lIavajo (see Kirsner [1973]). While the
"animacyll hierarchy has been noticed in many languages (i .e. 1st/2nd,
human-3rd, animal-3rd, inanimate-3rd), the Shona data are particularly
instructive in revealing the corresponding case hierarchy. The two hierarchies conspire together to brior. into greater "focus ll those elements
which are higher on each scale. The animacy hierarchy is called one of
agentivity by Kirsner, and one of "efficacy" by Matisoff [1973J, who
notes similar findings in Lahu. Finally, Boyd r~ichaelovsky has pointed
out parallels in Hayu, a language of Nepal. Facts from English, French
and Italian suggest that there is another related topic hierarchy, which
ranks nouns on the basis of definiteness or specificity (cf. Hyman and
Zimmer, in preparation). It thus appears that on the specificity scale,
'the cop I is higher than I the cops I 'Which is higher than I all of the
cops' which is higher than 'some cops'. In conclusion, then, there are
at least four strategies for connnunicating (and decoding) topical information: 1) word order (topical information comes earlier), 2) case,
3} animacy (llagency" or lIefficacy"), and 4) specificity.
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